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"A FAMILY"

They say that a family prays together stays forever where it is. Our love, family or maybe it's me the things we see can't believe. This didn't happen to me reality sister's brothers lovers, or maybe some is undercover.

Growing up joking in all that stuff we learned how to build our trust and don't make a fuss mama where is the family so far it's only me I hate it. I'm just joking please believe in what you don't want life has just begun love me. I'm part of the family mother you had me.

Our road is long ahead of us some how we still made it. Trust left behind the things we once played our life is filled with joy don't hide in disguise once we recognize don't have to wonder why I lied didn't tell on the whole family.
"GROWING UP"

IT AIN'T THE SAME AS I PLANNED SEEING THINGS
THE WAY WE GREW UP WASN'T ENOUGH YOU HAD BE
THOUGH EVEN THOSE ALOT THEM THOUGHT THEY WERE
ROUGH WINDED UP IN HANDCUFFS ALL THAT STUFF

HITTING THAT ADULT STAGE WHERE IT CAME QUICK
WITH ALOT TRICKS GROWING IN BECOMING A MAN
WAS PART OF THE PLAN WHEN WE RAN BUT COULDN'T
STAND PLAN ALL CONSEQUENCES CHOICES DECISIONS WASN'T
A EXCUSE OR REASON.

WANT MY LIFE TO BE PAIN FREE WHERE I CAN RELASE
WHAT'S INSIDE OF ME PAIN IN MY HEADACHE MAKES
ME SWEAT UNTIL I COULD TELL I'D ACHIVE WHAT YOU
CAN LET GO OF OLD FRIENDS THEY WONT BE THERE
IN THE END, THAT'S WHAT'S ALWAYS SAID.
"STANDING BY TREE"

WATCHING THE LEAVES CHANGE WINTER
SPRING SUMMER FALL AS I STAND TALL
LIKE THIS TREE OVER ME OCEAN FLOW"S
WHERE IT GO"S LIKE A NEW WAVE THAT
KNOWS IT DIRECTION WHERE TO FLOW

CHANGING NIGHT TO DAY FINDING A WAY THREW THE PARK, PLAYING ON SWINGS AS WE SING MOTHER NATURE IT"S RAINIG OUT HERE I"M NOT SCARED, MY SCREAMS LOUD IN CLEAR TELL ME WHERE TO GO STANDING BY THE TREE.

THOUGHT THOSE DAYS WERE FUN EVEN LIKED THE WALK THREW HUNTINGTON PARK PIC" NICKS NEAR OUR TREE EVERYBODY THERE STANDING AROUND THE KID"S ENJOYING ALL COMPANY , MOM LOOK AT THIS TREE.
"CARE FOR ME"

LOOKING FOR SOMEONE TO BE WITH ME NOT AS A FRIENDS BUT LOYALTY PLEASE FORGIVE MY HONESTY WANT MARRIAGE IN KIDS IN A FAMILY, ALL THOSE GAMES WE USE TO PLAY BACK IN THE DAY THEY CAN'T TAKE AWAY WHAT WAS MADE,

TAKE CARE OF THE ONE YOU LOVE NOT BECAUSE THERE THEIR AND EVERYWAY WHICH WORDS CAN'T SAY YOUR EFFECTIONATE IN EVERYWAY DISPLAY DON'T HIDE THOSE FEELING'S FROM ME, I WANT TO SPEND THE REST OF MY LIFE WITH SECURITY PLEASE STAY TRUE TO ME,

LEAVE YOUR FEARS$ BEHIND COME CLOSE TO ME SO THAT WE CAN SEE , THAT YOU CARE FOR WHAT WE HAVE THE TIME WE SPENT TOGETHER WILL LAST FOREVER AS BRIGHT BEYOND THE RAINBOW ONLY GOD WILL KNOW, WHERE IT WILL GO MY DEAR WILL YOU MARRY ME NOT LIKE A FANTASY,
"LOVE YOURSELF"

IF ANYTHING ELSE LOVE WITHIN ITSELF
YOU HAVE TO TRUST, WE TRY LOOKING FOR
WHAT WE FEEL IN LIFE THAT MAKES US DO
RIGHT, KNOWING YOURSELF IS MUST LETTING GO
AIN'T COOL USING DRUGS BECOMES A
OUGH
THATS WHY A LOT OF US DROPPED OUT OF
HIGH SCHOOL PLAYED THE FOOL,

RESPECT PEOPLE WANT IT WHEN THEY
HAVEN'T LEARNED IT'S SOMETHING YOU
GOT TO EARN WE ALL BEEN HURT SOME
SUCIDAL WHEN THEY SHOULD HAVE BECAME
A IDOL WHERE LOOKING UP TO WAS THING
TO DO , INSTEAD OF USING SLANG AND
GANG BANGING BEING MISLEAD INSTEAD,

LOVE IS GREATER THAN YOU DON'T REFUSE
AND REJECT THE THE THINGS THAT GOD
MADE, IT'S NOT A PLAY BUT PART OF YOUR
FAITH YOU CAN'T KEEP AWAY LOVE YOURSELF
TO THE END AND YOU'LL WIN.
"THE LIFE"

IF A PRICE IS RIGHT FOR TAKING AWAY SOMEBODY
LIFE, THAN WHAT IS THE VAULE OF BREATH WE
DID NOT CREAT THE THINGS VISUALLY SEEN BUT
WE KNOW THAT PEOPLE ARE COLD HEARTED TO USE
IN ABUSE LIKE FOOL"S THOSE ARE THE RULES

GROWING UP IN PROVERTY SAYING WHY ME
A STRUGGLE YOU CAN"T SEE OR BELIVE;
WHAT HAPPENEND TO ALL THE KID"S THAT
USE TO PLAY IN THOSE STREET"S THAT"S
A WASTE MORE LESS DISCRACE IT"S TASTE
HOPEFULLY IT"S NOT TO LATE HAVE FAITH IN
THEY"LL APPRICATE,

THOSE THAT GONE BEFORE US REST IN PEACE
UNTIL WE MEET, PLEASE BELIVE I"LL NEVER
FORGET THE MEMORIES LEARNING THE GAME STILL
FRIENDS OUR LIFE WAS IT RIGHT TO STEAL AND
ROB ALL THOSE FAMILY"S REUNION"S WITHOUT
CONFUSION TELLING OUR LIFE SHARING DIARIES
NOT WANTING MAMA TO CRY IN FRONT OF ME
I"LL DO THE BEST I CAN SOUNDS STRANGE SIMPLE
IN PLAIN
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"GIVE ME YOUR HEART"

WITH YOUR HEART IN MY HAND AS I STAND TO PLAN FOR WHAT'S AHEAD NO MATTER WHAT'S SAID LOVE IS READ BEYOND THE PEOPLE WHO DIDN'T CARE, GIVE YOUR HEART THAT'S WHERE IT STARTS, NO MATTER HOW FAR,

BROKEN SOUL ONLY YOU KNOW WHERE TO GO PLEASE REACH THE HEART DON'T SEPERATE IN STAY APART LOVE IS NOT A GAMBLE WIN OR LOSE, IT'S HEART FORGIVE ME I REACH OUT FOR DESTINATION WHERE ALMOST THERE STAY WITH ME,

MY HUGS TO PLEASE YOU A KISS THAT I MISS YOU, IT'S TO BE KNOWN WE CAN SEE FOR ETERNITY SEND ME OVER THE MOON WITH YOU I NEVER ABUSED YOU WITH MY HEART IN YOUR HAND, LAY WITH ME DESIRE CAN WE MAKE PASSIONATE LOVE LIKE WERE ON FIRE SMELL ME LIKE A ROSE WITH COLONGE ON MY CLOTHES
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"BE MINE"

YOU SO KIND ALL THE TIME BABY BE MINE ,THIS IS
WHY BECAUSE I NEVER TOLD A LIE FORGIVE ME TAKE
BACK THOSE THINGS IN JUST RELAX YOUR MIND AT EASE
YOUR ALL I NEED FOR THE REST OF MY LIFE TO BE
MY WIFE WHICH WOULD YOU LIKE,

REMEMBER WE SHARED IN NEVER HAD ANY FEAR OF
SHEDDING NO TEAR"S WIPE YOUR EYE"S DON"T CRY
I"M ALL YOU WANT ME TO BE FAR AS THE MOON
REACHES THE SKIES , ON OUR EARTH PLEASE
MAKE IT WHAT IT"S WORTH YOU QUINCH MY THURST

ON MY MIND DAY IN NIGHT I JUST MIGHT GIVE YOU
WHAT YOU LIKE MAKE ME WEAK AT THE KNEE"S
ATLEAST YOU STILL LOVE ME DON"T WANT A FREAK
BUT A WOMAN THAT"S UNIQUE THAT WORSHIP MY
FEET,IN I WILL KNOW HOW TO TREAT.
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"MISSING YOU"

I AM CONFUSE TO WHO IT IS THAT SAID GOING AWAY WILL STILL, SOLVE EVERYTHING THE CHILDEST GAMES WE PLAY BEAUTIFUL LADY YOU"LL WONDERING WHAT I"M GOING TO DO IN HOW WE SAY I CARE FOR YOU EVERYDAY BEING A FRIEND LOVER WE ASK GOD TO HELP US REALIZE WHY I TRY, AND BE BETTER THAN A FANTASY,

CHOOSING SOMEONE IN YOUR LIFE KNOWING THERE APPRICIATIVE OF WHAT YOU SEE MY SHINING STAR MOVING BETWEEN GALAXY"S PLEASE LOOK OUT FOR ME, I"M COMING TO TAKE MY LOVE BACK THIS IS MY LAST CHANCE AT ROMANCE MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE,

ALWAYS KNOW ONE DAY I"LL COME FOR YOU DON"T MOVE AWAY BECAUSE OF MY PAST THEY WERE WRONG ALL ALONG MISSING ME WAS PLANE TO SEE FACE TO FACE BACK IN FRONT OF THE FIRE PLACE,
"STRANGER IN MY BED"

AS I LAY HERE IN MY BED LOOKING IN THE MIRROR TO SEE IF THIS IS REALLY ME, DON'T TAKE IT AWAY WHAT'S SAID BETWEEN TWO LOVER'S OF THE SAME MAYBE SHE'S THE BLAME COME TO ME FROM WHERE YOU ARE,

I NEED YOU TO BE WITH ME IN BELIVE OUR LOVE IS STRONGER THAN WHAT WE CAN SEE YOUR SO SWEET AS I WANT YOU TO BE JUST LOVE ME AND DON'T BE A STRANGER IN MY BED THE TOUCH OF YOUR HAND SEND CHILL'S UP MY SPINE ,BEAUTIFUL WOMAN I LIKE TO WINE IN DINE IN DRESS FINE,

PLEASE DON'T BE A STRANGER IN MY BED AS I SAID THE LOVE YOU LEAD HAS GIVEN ME A LOVER A FRIEND UNTIL THE END MARRY OUR HEART IT'S FILLED WITH JOY DON'T BREAK IT LAYING IN MY BED SEARCH SO LONG FOR THE WOMAN I WED, IN HAVE ALOT BABIES TO BE FEED,
"TALK TO ME"

COULD I DESCRIBE WHATS A PART OF ME, LADY OUR LOVE TALK TO THEE COMFORT THE THINGS THAT SEEM STRANGE OR REARRANGE MAKE IT PLAIN ONLY IF WE COULD DRIVE IN EITHER LANE OR USE A AIRPLAIN,

TELL ME WHERE TO GO TALK AS LOUD AS THE RAIN I DON'T WANT TO BE A AFRAID OF YOUR WORDS THEY ARE PASSIONATE WITH WHAT YOU SAY DAY AND NIGHT MAY SEEM RIGHT, I WANT TO CRESS UP IN DOWN WITHOUT A FROWN AS I TREMBLE WANT TO REMEMBER TO TALK TO ME,

SOMEDAY WHAT WE BELIEVE THAT COULD OVER SEE OUR DESTINY, COME TAKE A JOURNEY WITH ME LIFE HAS BECOME A LOT OF TROUBLE MAYBE I WILL FILL AT LAST TO LEAVE BEHIND MY PAST IN NOT DO TIME,
"I NEED YOU"

As I see what you mean to me, words cannot explain the way we fill from the first time you met my love, for real. Things that was said wasn't taken bad aren't you glad. 

Still last come be with me be my lady.

Never letting go only time will know it's not about what we owe but being part of the show please lead me to our love. Hold me in your arms make it strong where I can't go wrong stop looking at me to believe but it's reality.

I need you for me not a dream don't run away like a train in the middle of the night come lady I want you to have my babies. Miss those day's from the eighty's where woman were lady's or maybe it's not what's suppose to go, much as my heart pound for you I want to spend the rest of my life with you in the end want to be more than friend's.
"EVERYDAY PEOPLE"

WHAT IF WE NEED THEM CAN WE CHANGE
THE LAUGH AS I GRASP, THE VALUE OF
OF LIFE WE KNOW IT COMES WITH A PRICE
BUT DOES IT MAKE PEOPLE RIGHT ACCEPTING
THE THING"S THEY CANNOT CHANGE IT HELP"S
THE MIND BEGAN REMEMBER BACK THAN WE
HAD FRIEND"S

AS DAY BY DAY IN THE STREETS ,WHERE
PEOPLE MEET THINKING OF WHAT TO SAY
EVERYDAY WE WERE YOUNGER COMMITING
CRIME REMEMBERING THAT I"M A PERSON
OF SOMEONE WHO CARED I KNOW YOU"LL
BE THERE, LIFE IS NOT FARE,

WHERE WE HAVE THEM EVERYDAY PEOPLE MAKES
THE WORLD GO ROUND SOME CONTINUE TO ACT
LIKE CLOWN"S OTHERS RATHER LAYDOWN THAN
STICK AROUND OR GET OUT OF TOWN, THESE
THING"S FOR WHAT"S IN IT TO BE AS YOU
CAN SEE WHAT THEY TELL ME I"M NOT YOUR
ENEMY BECOME A FRIEND WITHOUT JEIOUSLY,
"FRIEND"S COME IN GO"

SAY IT AIN"T SO I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW
MANY FRIEND"S DO YOU HAVE, THEY TAKE
ADVANTAGE EVERY CHANCE THAT WAS IN THE PAST
WONDER WHY IT DIDN"T LAST NOWN THEY MOVED
AWAY FROM BACK IN THE DAY WHAT WOULD IT
BE WITHOUT HONESTY,

WE RAN TOCHTER IN THOUGHT IT WOULD BE
FOREVER OR WHATEVER HIGHSCHOOL WASN"T FOR
FOOL"S ONLY IF YOU GOT A F IT WAS A SLAP
ALONG THE WAY WHERE DID EVERYONE GO ROB
WAS MY FRIEND BACK IN THE DAY,

PLEASE DON"T SAY KNOW WITH YOUR BACK
AGAISN"T THE WALL THERE"S ALWAY"S HOPE
MY HOMIE WANT YOU TO SEE I WAS THERE FROM
THE BEGINING TO THE END SHOUT OUT TO ALL
MY FRIEND"S WHO KEPT IT REAL WHO LEFT THE
HOOD IN UNDERSTOOD,
"IMAGES"

LOOK UP THERE IT IS ON THE WALL
LOOKING LIKE MY SHADOW PASSING BY STRANGE IMAGE
OF ME CAN"T STAND TO SEE WHY SHOULD I BELIVE
A THOUSAND SOUNDS THAT"S NOT LOUD,

CREEPING ALL NIGHT THREW THE LIGHT EVEN THOE
IT AIN"T SO YOU WILL KNOW WHERE TO GO TAKING
DEEP BREATHS EOOK WITHIN IN FRONT OF ME DROPPING
TO MY KNEE"S WONDERING WILL THIS BE ALL OVER
LIKE A PICTURE IN A FRAME I CAN"T EXSPLAIN,

IMAGES ARE IMGINATION OF THE TIME WE GO BACK
TO BELIVE IT PLAY WITH OUR MIND IN WILL BE
FINE IT"S LIKE LOVE FROM ABOVE THEY SEARCH
SO LONG FOR A CONCLUSION TO THIS CONFUSION
BE SATISFIED WITH YOU, AND IT WILL COME TRUE,
"DREAM"S"

DO WE BELIVE IN WHAT WE CANNOT SEE, AS
I LAY DOWN WONDERING WHY WITH MY HEAD
ON THE BED, CAN DREAMS COME TRUE WHEN
I'M WITH YOU THINGS SEEMS BLUE A TRIP
DOWN MEMORIE LANE HAD ME GOING IN SANE
WOW DID IT CHANGE,

DEEP IN MY SLEEP SEEING ALL THESE ANGLES
NOT KNOWING WHAT I AM FILLING, AS A BIRD
WHILE THEY SING DON'T WANT TO COME BACK
I'M FREE LET GO OF ME THERE'S PEACE,

WHERE I AM IS NOT THE END HAVE TO GO BACK
EVEN THOE IT HURTS WHEN WILL YOU COME BACK
FOR ME PLEASE DON'T WANT TO WAKE UP FROM
THIS DREAM LOOK AT MY KNEE"S NOT STANDING
TALL AS THE GLASS FALL,
"TWO FACES"

CAN WE CHANGE PLACES WITH THE SAME IDENTITY,
TURN YOUR HEAD IN LOOK WHAT'S SAID FROM OUR
FRIENDSHIP YOU MADE IT WORTH KNOWING THERE'S
THERE NOT ANOTHER SIDE THAT WILL PASS ME
BY, AS I LOOK AT YOUR FACE IT SAYS A THOUSAND
WORDS,

THESE FACES CAN'T BE REPLACED SEEING TWO
INMAGES THREW THE PLACE AND MY FACE HAS
SAID IT ALL GOING THREW EXPRESSIONS IN
LEARNING LESSONS, TELL US WHY THOSE INMAGES
DON'T LIE THAT'S LOOKING AT ME,

DON'T LOOK THAT WAY IN SAY ONE THING, WHEN
YOUR FACE MEANS ANOTHER ON A DIFFERENT DAY
TURN YOUR CHECK AT YOUR ENEMYS, BECAUSE
THEY WHERE ANOTHER FACE AND OUR PLACE,
"CRY"

DRY YOUR EYE'S DON'T SHEAD A TEAR AFTER WHAT WAS SAID I'LL BE THERE SHATTERED DREAMS YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN, DON'T CRY WHEN THEY LIE, PEOPLE SAY ALOT OF EVIL THINGS WHICH THEY DON'T MEAN,

SOME PEOPLE SAY HE CRY'S EVERYDAY EVEN WHEN HE DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY WORDS CAN'T EXPLAIN HOW I FILL AS I TRY HOLD WHAT'S INSIDE OF ME AS I CRY WIPE YOUR EYE'S FOR LETTING THINGS GO IN TIME IT SHOW STAYING AWAY FROM TROUBLE HAD TO BE MY MODEL,

DON'T ASK WHY I CRY MAYBE IT'S ALL THE TIME THAT SEEMS LIKE PEOPLE ARE AFTER ME, CAN'T STOP CRYING BUT KEEP TRYING, SCREAM LET IT ALL OUT FROM THE REAR WITH THAT STARE BUT I DON'T CARE LET ME CRY,
"TRUST"

HOW DO WE BELIVE WHAT THEY SAY WHEN THERE'S FALSE STUFF LIKE IT'S TO TRUST THAT WANT TO BREAK US UP DON'T LISTEN IN BECAUSE THESE PEOPLE ARE NOT OUR FRIEND'S SIMPLE AS SAID THE WORDS OUT LOUD I CANNOT SHOUT,

LET'S BUILD ON OUR MEMORIES NO MATTER WHERE IT MAYBE HAVING FAITH IN THE ONE YOU LOVE JUST BECAUSE WE HEAR OUR TUNES WITH YOUR SWEET PERFUME A POET ONCE SAID TRUST IS EVERYTHING don't be AFRAID OF ME YOU GOT TO BELIVE,

CALL THOSE WHO NEED YOU WALK RIGHT IN MY FOOT STEP'S AS A TEST WANTING TO SEE HOW DEEP IT IS DON'T RELY ON WHY OR THE DAY'S WILL PASS YOU BY ,IN GOD WE TRUST FOR ALL OF US,
"MY WIFE"

WE MEET FOR OUR FIRST TIME I KNOW YOU WERE MINE, HIGH SCHOOL SWEETHEART'S GOING ON DATE A MOVIE IN WE ATE CLOSER AS FRIENDS NOWN WE WERE LOVERS, UNDER THE COVERS BABY DON'T LET TIME USE US WERE IN LOVE,

AS WE STAYED TOGETHER IT DIDN'T MATTER OUR FAMILY ACCEPTED OUR VOW'S WHEN WE CAME AROUND STRANGE THERE WASN'T A SOUND ABOUT THE KIDS WE SHARED, SAY I DO MEAN ME AND YOU WITH THIS RING WE BE:WED TO BE MAN IN WIFE ONCE NOT TWICE,

TWENTY YEARS OF MARRIAGE THEY ASKED HOW IT LASTED WITH A BLAST THAT WILL PAST MY WIFE JOIN WHAT WE HAVE TO PUT BEHIND ALL THOSE GAMES, BE WITH ME NEVER GIVE UP, FOR THE LORD WILL SAVE US, LET NO MAN TEAR APART,
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"HAVING MY BABY"

THIS IS FOR THE WOMAN I HAVE MET LOST GIRL'S AS THEY CAM & WASN'T IT A SHAME THINGS CHANGED WHERE ALL THOSE WOMAN GO WANT YOU TO KNOW PLEASE HAVE MY BABY I AM LOOKING FOR A LADY,

WANT A BABY GIRL FOR REAL SO I CAN STARE AT SEE IF SHE LOOK LIKE ME, EYE'S AND EAR'S BRING 'S US TO TEARS NOWN WE CAN SAY CHEER' S TWINS WOULD BE NICE BUT THANK GOD FOR WHAT WE GOT HER MOM IS STILL HOT IN MORE THAN A LOT,

WATCHING OUR SHORTY GROW UP THAT WASN'T ENOUGH BECAUSE NOWN BEING GROWN IN ON YOUR OWN NO MORE LITTLE LADY IN THAT SKIRT GUY'S ACTING LIKE FOOL'S NOT GOING TO LET THEM USE IN ABUSE MY BABY GIRL FOR REAL,
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